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Enabled by the continued advances in storage technologies, the amounts of on-line data grow at a
rapidly increasing pace. This development is witnessed in many data warehouse-type applications,
including so-called data webhouses that accumulate click streams from portals. The presence
of very large and continuously growing amounts of data introduces new challenges, one of them
being the need for effective management of aged data. In very large and growing databases, some
data eventually becomes inaccurate or outdated and may be of reduced interest to the database
applications. This paper offers a mechanism, termed persistent views, that aids in flexibly reducing
the volume of data, for example, by enabling the replacement of such ‘low-interest’, detailed data
with aggregated data. The paper motivates persistent views and precisely defines and contrasts
these with the related mechanisms of views, snapshots and physical deletion. The paper also offers
a provably correct foundation for implementing persistent views.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Data storage technologies continue to outperform Moore’s
Law and thus advance at a rapidly increasing pace. As
a consequence, Jim Gray, in his Turing Award lecture in
June 1999, predicted that there would be more data storage
sold in the 18 months following his lecture than had been
previously sold in all of history. Also, experience shows that
data storage will be exploited to store increasing amounts of
data as soon as it becomes available.
While more and more data is stored and exploited over
time, some data will eventually become invalid or of
only low interest due to changes outside or inside the
applications; maybe the reality represented by the data
changes or maybe the applications’ interests in the data
change. Also, laws require the deletion of certain kinds
of data after some time, while business policies require the
retention of general and aggregated business information.
In conclusion, the increasing amounts of data introduce
new complexities in data management, which offer new
challenges.
This paper presents a new and flexible mechanism termed
persistent views, or P-views for short, that helps in managing
such increasing amounts of data in append-only databases.
Briefly, P-views are immune to physical deletions. This
means that physical deletions from the relations underlying
a P-view do not affect the P-view. However, P-views
still function as regular views in the context of insertions,
(logical) deletions and updates to the underlying relations.
P-views offer the following benefits.
• They allow physical deletions to weed out data that
no longer is desired while retaining continuously
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important information. For example, reasons for
physically deleting data may be that data is outdated,
inaccurate, no longer needed by any applications or that
data must be deleted because it is traceable to specific
individuals.
• They enable access to anonymous aggregate information based on detailed, possibly traceable data that is to
be physically deleted.
• They provide access control, eliminating access to base
data.
The paper shows how P-views, in a flexible and userfriendly manner, enable the retention of, for example, select,
aggregate, or summary data, while also enabling the deletion
of detailed data. When data is physically deleted from base
relations on which P-views are defined, the base data that
is necessary to compute the P-views and thus render them
immune to the deletions is automatically and transparently
extracted and retained. The paper offers a provably
correct foundation for accomplishing this extraction and thus
implementing P-views. (It should be noted, as explained
in Section 4, that P-views are independent of the specific
mechanism chosen for physical deletion.)
For an illustration, consider click-stream data. It may be
desirable to retain only a high-granularity summary of Webusage data when this reaches a certain age. This summary
data may be specified as one or several P-views, upon which
the old, detailed access data may be physically deleted.
The implementation of P-views ensures that detailed data is
reflected correctly in the summary data before it is physically
deleted. This and another example application of P-views
will be discussed more extensively in the next section.
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As the context for P-views, this paper formalizes the
append-only nature of many applications by introducing
relations with transaction-time support [1, 2]. In these
applications, conventional deletions have only a logical
effect, so a new mechanism is needed for physical deletion.
For this, we employ vacuuming, which is a specific approach
to physical deletion. The notion of vacuuming has been
studied by a few researchers [3, 4, 5], most recently by Skyt
et al. P-views offer substantial benefits over vacuuming.
Related to vacuuming, Robertson [6] has, at a more abstract
level, explored a broad range of issues in relation to
the ageing of data and has studied what is termed data
transformations.
Next, views, i.e. named and stored query expressions,
are fundamental in database management and have been
the topic of a multitude of papers. Views are sensitive to
any change in the underlying database. The notion of a
snapshot, a type of materialized and detached view, was
originally advanced by Adiba and Lindsay [7]. In contrast
to snapshots, P-views are sensitive to insertions and logical
deletions and in contrast to views, P-views are insensitive to
physical deletions.
Some studies of various notions of derived data in an
algebraic context exist (see, for example, [8, 9]). Perhaps the
most closely related, Garcia-Molina et al. [10] explore how
to ‘expire’ (delete) data from materialized views so that a set
of predefined, regular views on these materialized views are
unaffected and can be maintained consistently with future
updates. P-views solve a different problem and, for example,
do not involve two levels of views and do not assume a static
set of predefined views.
Finally, in the context of dimensional data warehouses
[11], Skyt et al. [12, 13] argue that gradual and irreversible
aggregation is needed. This also leads to the physical
deletion of detail data. Specifically, they suggest an
approach for retaining aggregate data, while eliminating
detailed data that exploits the hierarchies in dimensions.
The paper is structured as follows. Section 2 presents
two example applications of P-views. As a concrete context
for defining P-views, Section 3 presents the necessary parts
of a temporal data model, a notion of physical deletion,
vacuuming and the formal definition of P-views. Section 4
presents a foundation for implementing P-views using socalled shadow relations. Finally, Section 5 summarizes and
offers directions for future research. A list of notation,
used frequently throughout the paper, can be found in the
appendices along with a selection of temporal conventions
and definitions.

2. APPLICATIONS OF P-VIEWS
With the purpose of illustrating the utility of P-views
in append-only databases, two possible applications are
outlined.
The first application relates to click-stream data analysis [14]. Such analysis is increasingly important to
e-businesses that want to comprehend their business,
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including the behavior of their customers [15] or want to
produce adaptive Web sites [16, 17].
E XAMPLE 2.1. In click-stream analysis, bulks of clickstream data are accumulated in order to be analyzed. We
describe part of a specific click-stream analysis application
and illustrate the need for data reduction and the need
to retain aggregate information longer than detailed data.
Table 1 shows the example data to be used throughout the
paper.
Assume that the news and access relations in Table 1
are part of an e-business application that provides on-line
news: user-access information is extracted and combined
with news, author and customer information.
News items are represented, by type of media (i.e. whether
it is plain text, XML, MPG video, audio, etc.), title, author
name and author address. The user’s access to news items
is represented by NewsId, UserId and Domain (i.e. from
which domain the access occurred). It is recorded when
an access took place (in AccessTime). Since the system
cannot determine when an access terminates, only one time
is recorded. For both relations, attributes TT  and TT 
record the transaction times of the items. For simplicity, the
time unit is a day.
In such an application area, the data growth creates
increasing response times to queries. A more serious
problem may be that some of the domain values will change.
Examples are changes in Web-site structures and Web-page
contents (meaning that a page reference represents different
content) and users changing physical location or serviceproviders (which would give the user a new identification).
Such changes may adversely affect the meaningfulness of
analysis results and better results might occur if the outdated
data were physically deleted.
Despite the possible benefits obtained by removing such
detailed data, retaining some general aggregated information
on this data is still beneficial because it captures the
evolution of news accesses over a long period of time.
The following expression is a simplified example of such a
general aggregation.
Agg({NewsId,AccessTime},NoOfAccess,count(∗))
(news 1cond access)

(1)

where cond denotes
news.NewsId = access.NewsId∧
news.TT  ≤ access.AccessTime ≤ news.TT  .
The expression makes use of the aggregate formation
operator Agg [18].
It partitions the join result on
attributes {NewsId, AccessTime}, introduces a new attribute,
NoOfAccess and stores in this attribute in each tuple the
result of computing count(∗) on the group that the tuple
participates in. Also, the aggregate formation operator
projects on the grouping attributes and the new aggregate
attribute and eliminates duplicates. The query thus computes
for each news item and each day the number of accesses to
the news item that day.
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TABLE 1. Relations news and access at Time 669.
news
NewsId

Media

Title

AuthorName

AuthorAddress

TT 

TT 

1
2
3
4

Video
XML
Text
XML

Bosnia Today
Bill Clinton
Fall of EU
Fall of EU

M. Stone
I. Cash
M. Stone
M. Stone

California
New York City
Washington DC
Washington DC

200
300
305
350

UC
UC
349
UC

access
AccessId

NewsId

Domain

UserId

AccessTime

TT 

TT 

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

2
2
1
1
1
1
3
3
1
3

aol.com
whitehouse.gov
aol.com
get2net.dk
eecs.cwru.edu
cs.auc.dk
dr-online.dk
aol.com
eecs.cwru.edu
aol.com

16
1201
214
512
48
198
3067
347
12
201

303
303
304
304
304
305
305
305
305
305

303
303
304
304
304
305
305
305
305
305

UC
UC
UC
UC
UC
UC
UC
UC
UC
UC

As long as no physical deletion is performed this
expression will naturally return the complete result that we
are interested in. We now assume that access tuples are
deleted when their AccessTime value is a time point more
than 1 year old, e.g. at time 669 the tuples with AccessId
1, 2, 3, 4 and 5 will be deleted since their AccessTime value
is 304 (669 − 365) or less. Then we can no longer
be guaranteed to maintain the data needed to compute a
complete result to the query.
Therefore, our suggestion is to define the query (1) as a Pview, which would make sure the data necessary to correctly
compute the query is retained in the database, while making
it possible to delete all the detailed data. Furthermore, the
data retained will only be accessible through the P-view. (Pviews are formally defined in Section 3.3.)
The second application for P-views is criminal records,
i.e. databases recording information about crimes committed, including information about the offenders and their address, social relations, etc.
E XAMPLE 2.2. The availability of criminal records is
helpful in the investigation of unsolved crimes and may also
help in composing effective crime prevention campaigns.
For both purposes, all records are helpful independently of
the specifics of the offense and the offender.
Many rules, however, influence what may be kept on
record and how the information may be used. Specifically,
records of certain minor offenses by juveniles must be
removed when the offender reaches legal age. We assume
the following schema for relations Offense, Offender and
T HE C OMPUTER J OURNAL,

Person:
Offense = {OffenseId, Type, OffenseTime}
Offender = {OffenseId, SSN, Ruling}
Person = {SSN, Name, DateOfBirth, District}.
Then all tuples from Offender must be deleted whenever
the offender is a person with a DateOfBirth more than
21 years ago and if all offenses for the person have Type
‘minor’.
This conflicts with the general interest in crime prevention. For example, access to the records of minor offenses
amongst juveniles will reveal which offenses are ‘popular’,
the areas with high concentrations of offenses and the backgrounds of the offenders. The conflicting interests may be
managed by applying P-views that offer a variety of nontraceable statistics on minor offenses by year, age, background, location or type of offense. An example is:
Agg({Type,District,OffenseTime},NoOfOffenses,count(∗))
(Offense 1 Offender 1 Person).
The result is that non-traceable statistics are available even
while the traceable Person data used for the aggregations is
no longer accessible.
3. DEFINITION OF PERSISTENT VIEWS
We proceed to precisely define P-views. First, we introduce
in turn the underlying relation structures and physical
deletion.
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3.1. Time and temporal relation structures
Let T be a finite, non-empty set of times t with total order
<. Also let UC (short for ‘until changed’ [19]) be a variable
evaluating to the current time. We use tcurrent for the time in
T that corresponds to the current value of UC, and we use
TUC to denote the set T including the variable UC. Next, we
define the meaning of a time value in TUC .
t

D EFINITION 3.1. For times t and t  , satisfying t ∈ T and
∈ TUC , the meaning, or value, of t  at time t, [[t  ]]t is

t if t  = UC

[[t ]]t = 
t otherwise.

Next, assume a set of non-empty domains and a set of
attributes. Also, let TT  and TT  be distinguished attributes
(capturing transaction time).
D EFINITION 3.2. A temporal database schema is defined
as a finite set of temporal relation schemas. A temporal
relation schema is defined as a pair of: (i) a set of userdefined attributes that together with the transaction-time
attributes TT  and TT  are the attributes of the schema;
and (ii) a function that assigns a domain to each attribute.
Specifically it assigns domain T to attribute TT  and domain
TUC to attribute TT  .

over a domain of vacuuming specification parts, v. This
domain contains values of the form ‘ω(R) : σF (R)’, where
R is a relation, σ is the standard selection operator and F is
a Boolean expression that may involve the attributes of R; ω
denotes either ρ or κ, specifying either a removal or a keep
specification. The full syntax is given in Appendix B.
A temporal vacuuming specification part, v, is a tuple
assigning values from the domain described above to the
Vspec attribute and values from T and TUC to TT  and
TT  , respectively. A temporal vacuuming specification V
is a temporal relation consisting of temporal vacuuming
specification parts. Additional detail is offered elsewhere
[4, 5].
E XAMPLE 3.1. Continuing Example 2.1, we give both
a removal and a keep specification part for relation access.
In the lifetime of the removal specification part, it specifies
removal of the tuples that have an access time (AccessTime)
that is less than or equal to 365 units before the current time,
i.e. tuples timestamped more than 365 time units (days) ago.
Similarly, the keep specification part specifies that tuples
having a transaction-time end (TT  ) within the past 183 time
units (6 months) must be retained in the relation:
ρ(access) : σAccessTime≤UC−365 (access)
κ(access) : σTT  >UC−183 (access).

This definition follows those given in textbooks [20], with
the exception that all relation schemas are temporal. The
transaction-time attributes TT  and TT  are omni-present.
We proceed to define database and relation instances.

The effect of a vacuuming specification V on a relation
R is expressed in terms of the set of tuples remaining in R.
This set is termed the vacuumed relation, denoted by (R, V ).

D EFINITION 3.3. A temporal database is a set of
temporal relations and a temporal relation is a finite set of
tuples. A tuple u in a relation R is a function that, for each
attribute A in the schema for R, assigns an element from
the domain of A to attribute A. Specifically, it assigns an
element in T to TT  and an element in TUC to TT  , so that
the following constraint is satisfied:

D EFINITION 3.4. Let {v1 , . . . , vk , vk+1 , . . . , vs } be all
the specification parts that concern R, i.e. parts with a Vspec
value of the form ‘ω(R) : Exp’. Let vi ∈ {v1 , . . . , vk } be
removal specification parts and vj ∈ {vk+1 , . . . , vs } be keep
specification parts, where Fi and Fj are the time-dependent
predicates of vi and vj . Then the vacuumed version of
relation R at the current time, (R, V ), is defined as

∀t  ≥ u.TT  (u.TT  ≤ [[u.TT  ]]t 
∧ (u.TT  = tcurrent ⇒ u.TT  = UC)).
A temporal relation is then a set of tuples, with each tuple
being a function assigning values to the attributes such that
the interval represented by TT  and TT  starts no later than
it ends and such that TT  is UC if TT  is the current time.
A tuple u is current at time t if and only if u.TT  ≤ t ≤
[[u.TT  ]]t and simply current if it is current at tcurrent .
3.2. Physical deletion
Transaction-time relations are effectively append only, with
conventional deletions assuming a purely logical effect. We
thus introduce a new facility for physical deletion, termed
vacuuming. (Note that P-views are not dependent on the
specific choice of physical deletion facility.)
Using vacuuming, specifications are stored in a special
temporal relation that expresses what is to be physically
deleted. Let Vspec be the attribute of this relation that ranges
T HE C OMPUTER J OURNAL,

def

(R, V ) = σ¬(k

i=1

Fi )∨(

s

j=k+1

Fj ) (R).

This states that a vacuumed relation is the original relation
R where all data selected by any removal specification part
(ρ(R)) is omitted, except from the data selected by a keep
specification part (κ(R)). For a tuple to be selected by a
vacuuming specification part, it must satisfy the selection
criteria at some time during the lifetime of the specification
part (see [4, 5] for further details).
D EFINITION 3.5. A vacuumed temporal database is
defined as a set of temporal relations vacuumed according
to the vacuuming specification.
3.3. P-views
Sections 1 and 2 briefly stated and illustrated the goals of
P-views. Consistent with those discussions, P-views do not
interfere with physical deletion, but seen through a P-view, it
should appear as if physical deletion has stopped at the time
of definition of the P-view.
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To define this precisely, assume a database db =
{R1 , R2 , . . . , Rn }. Then this database at a time t is the
set of component relations, each in their respective states,
at this time, i.e. [[db]]t = {[[R1 ]]t , [[R2 ]]t , . . . , [[Rn ]]t } (see
Appendix A). [[Ri ]]t denotes the relation Ri as it was at time
t, so it contains the tuples inserted into Ri before this time
and all tuples that were current at time t have the variable
UC as a TT  -value. Let V denote the relation specifying the
physical deletion.
As specified in Appendix B, a P-view Pexp is an
expression on one or more relations involving the operators
Agg, ∪, ×, −, (), σ and π. The P-view (1) (repeated below)
is a specific example of a P-view using this syntax:
Agg({NewsId,AccessTime},NoOfAccess,count(∗))
(news 1cond access).
Next, we define the semantics of a P-view.
D EFINITION 3.6. Let a P-view, given by ‘Define P-view
P as Pexp’, be entered into the database at time Pexp.TT  .
Then the semantics of Pexp, at time t ≥ Pexp.TT  is defined
as follows.
[[Pexp]]t (db, V )
= Pexp(([[db]]t , [[V ]]Pexp.TT  −1 [UC ← Pexp.TT  − 1])

def

∪ dboverhead)

(2)

where dboverhead is any set of tuples satisfying the property
∀u ∈ dboverhead (u ∈ ([[db]]Pexp.TT  , [[V ]]Pexp.TT  )
∧ ∃t  (t  < Pexp.TT  ∧ u ∈ ([[db]]t  , [[V ]]t  ))). (3)
This means that the P-view is defined as the expression
Pexp evaluated on the union of two elements.
The first element is a database to which some vacuuming is applied. The database db at time t is [[db]]t .
The vacuuming applied to this database db is given by
[[V ]]Pexp.TT  −1 [UC ← Pexp.TT  − 1], which denotes V at
time Pexp.TT  −1, where all occurrences of UC are replaced
by Pexp.TT  − 1. This stops all vacuuming as of this time.
Next, imagine that another P-view was defined prior to
the definition of the P-view with expression Pexp. This
earlier P-view will logically have stopped the vacuuming at
the time of its definition. Rather than performing complex
bookkeeping, a P-view is simply evaluated also on all such
extra data. This is the data in dboverhead.
So a P-view is logically evaluated on the current database,
where the applied vacuuming is terminated at the time the
P-view is defined, combined with (using ∪) some data that
is retained due to the earlier introduction of other P-views.
E XAMPLE 3.2. Example 2.1 and Table 1 may serve to
illustrate the effect of defining a P-view. First, we list the
vacuuming specified, assuming there is specified vacuuming
for the relation access only. Let V = {v} where v is
(ρ(access) : σAccessTime≤UC−365 (access), 400, UC).

(4)
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This means that the removal specification part is inserted
at time 400 and remains current. Assuming the current
time is 669, the effect of V is to remove all tuples with
an AccessTime value less than or equal to 304 (669 −
365 = 304), leaving the vacuumed relation (access, V ) =
{6, 7, 8, 9, 10} at this time (we identify each tuple by its
AccessId).
Next, assume the query in Equation (1) is defined as a Pview at time 500
Agg({NewsId,AccessTime},NoOfAccess,count(∗))
(news 1cond access).
Being defined at time 500 this P-view is evaluated
on the relations (news, [[V ]]499 [UC ← 499]) and
(access, [[V ]]499 [UC ← 499]), i.e. it is evaluated as if
vacuuming stopped at time 499. Rewinding and terminating
the vacuuming specification at time 499 gives the relation V
containing the tuple
(ρ(access) : σAccessTime≤UC−365 (access), 400, 499).

(5)

Now vacuuming only removes tuples with AccessTime-values less than 134 (499 − 365 = 134), and
(access, V ) = {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10}. Thus the Pview will evaluate to the relation {(1, 304, 3), (1, 305, 2),
(2, 303, 2), (3, 305, 3)}.
Had the aggregation query been submitted as a regular
query instead, the result would have been based on the
vacuumed relation (access, V ) = {6, 7, 8, 9, 10}, resulting
in the relation {(1, 305, 2), (3, 305, 3)}. Thus having defined
the P-view, we retain aggregate information in the database.
It should be noted that P-views, as defined and discussed
in the prior sections, can only stop the physical deletion that
would happen after their introduction. It is not possible
to reclaim tuples already physically deleted. This is as
intended.
4. IMPLEMENTATION FRAMEWORK
Having defined P-views, we present a framework for
implementing them. This framework uses so-called shadow
relations, which are presented first. Then the predicates that
control which tuples are entered into these shadow relations
are derived. Finally, a correctness proof for the framework
is described.
4.1. Retaining data in shadow relations
The strategy for implementing vacuuming is to create
a filter that hides the tuples that qualify for vacuuming
and then to actually physically delete these tuples in an
asynchronous/lazy manner [4].
When adding support for P-views, instead of simply
physically deleting a tuple, it needs to be evaluated if the
tuple is necessary for evaluating a P-view; if so, it is
necessary to retain the tuple. For this purpose, we equip each
relation with a so-called shadow relation that has the same
Vol. 45, No. 5, 2002
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schema as that relation. Then P-views must be evaluated on
the base relations as well as their shadow relations.
The decision procedure for physical deletion, NewDelete,
is given next.
D EFINITION 4.1. Let r be a set of tuples that are to be
vacuumed from relation R, let R S be the shadow relation of
R, and let P R be the predicate (to be specified later) that
specifies all tuples that may be necessary for evaluating a
P-view. The procedure NewDelete is defined as follows:
PROCEDURE NewDelete (r, R) {
IF (r = ∅)
THEN { select some u ∈ r
IF σP R (R ∪ R S ) = σP R ((R ∪ R S ) − {u})
THEN { Delete (u, R) }
ELSE { Insert (u, R S )
Delete (u, R) }
NewDelete (r − {u}, R) } }

From the definition of this procedure, it can be observed
that P-views are independent of the specific mechanism
chosen for physical deletion. The only requirement is that
the NewDelete procedure is able to examine all tuples that
would otherwise be physically deleted.
4.2. Specification of shadow relation predicates
The overall framework for the specification is described,
followed by base-step specifications and the remaining
specifications for selection and aggregate formation.
4.2.1. Overall framework
The definition of NewDelete uses the shadow relation
predicate P R on relation R, which specifies the tuples
that may be necessary for evaluation of any P-view. This
predicate is derived structurally from the P-view expressions
that have been defined by the user.
D EFINITION 4.2. We assume a state s containing a
predicate P R for each relation R in the database. Defining a
P-view Pexp affects the predicates P R . We capture this effect
in the meaning of an expression Pexp as a partial function on
states.
Sds : Pexp → (State → State).

collected unimportant. Thus, combination is symmetric:
Sds [[X  Y ]]s =



if ∃s1 , s2 ((Sds [[X]]s = s1 ∧ Sds [[Y ]]s1 = s  ) ∧
x
(Sds [[Y ]]s = s2 ∧ Sds [[X]]s2 = s  ))


undefined otherwise.
(6)
We use  for combining the semantics of several P-view
expressions, independently of the order of definition.
4.2.2. Base steps for selection and aggregate formation
We first define the base steps, which have a direct effect on
the predicates collected in state s. Each base step introduces
predicates stating that tuples satisfying this predicate have
to be saved in the shadow relation, to enable a correct
evaluation of the P-views. Because tuples satisfying the
predicates are indispensable, the predicates are combined
with existing predicates using disjunction:
Sds [[R]]s = s[P R → true]
Sds [[σp (R)]]s = s[P

R

→ (P ) ∨ (p)]
R

(7)
(8)

Sds [[Agg(L,C,func(Ai )) (R)]]s

s[P R → (P R ) ∨ (min(Ai ))]





if L = ∅ ∧ func = ‘min’




R → (P R ) ∨ (max(A ))]

s[P
i





if
L
=
∅
∧
func
=
‘max’

= s[P R → (P R ) ∨ (min(Ai by B1 , . . . , Bn ))]



if L = {B1 , . . . , Bn } ∧ func = ‘min’




R

s[P → (P R ) ∨ (max(Ai by B1 , . . . , Bn ))]





if L = {B1 , . . . , Bn } ∧ func = ‘max’



R
s[P → true] otherwise.
(9)
As usual, σP R (R) is all tuples in R that satisfy P R . When
we apply P R to a tuple, we replace all attribute names Ai
in P R with u.Ai . To make Equation (9) well defined, we
define the values of the following min and max expressions
for a tuple u in relation R.

true if ∀u ∈ R (u .Ai ≥ u.Ai )
min(u.Ai ) =
false otherwise

true if ∀u ∈ R (u .Ai ≤ u.Ai )
max(u.Ai ) =
false otherwise

Initially, all P R are false. In Equations (7)–(28), we define
the semantics of a P-view expression Pexp in terms of its
structure (as specified in Appendix B). We let X, Y and Z be
P-view expressions and assume that all selection predicates
are in Conjunctive Normal Form (CNF).

min(u.Ai by u.B1 , . . . , u.Bn )




true if ∀u ∈ R (∀j ∈ {1, . . . , n} (u .Bj = u.Bj )
=
⇒ u .Ai ≥ u.Ai )


false otherwise

The equations are presented in blocks, and some equations
are explained through examples. As a meta-syntax, we use
 to denote combination. The application of each basic
equation, Equations (7)–(9), essentially adds a disjunct to
predicate P R , rendering the order in which predicates are

max(u.Ai by u.B1 , . . . , u.Bn )




true if ∀u ∈ R (∀j ∈ {1, . . . , n} (u .Bj = u.Bj )
=
⇒ u .Ai ≤ u.Ai )


false otherwise.
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TABLE 2. Shadow relation accessS after invocation of NewDelete at time 680.
AccessId

NewsId

Domain

UserId

AccessTime

TT 

TT 

2
9
10

2
1
3

whitehouse.gov
eecs.cwru.edu
aol.com

1201
12
201

303
305
305

303
305
305

UC
UC
UC

Equations (7)–(9) provide the base cases for implementing P-views via shadow relations. We exemplify case (9).
E XAMPLE 4.1. Using Example 2.1 and Table 1, assume
the following P-view is the only P-view defined on the
relation access:
Agg({NewsId},LastAccess,max(AccessTime)) (access).
Before defining the P-view, we have that P access = false.
Using Equation (9), the set of attributes L to group on
is the single attribute NewsId and is thus non-empty, and
the function is ‘max’. Therefore, s[P access → false ∨
max(AccessTime by NewsId)].
Assume the relation access in Table 1, an empty shadow
relation accessS and the vacuuming specification (4). Then
at time 680, all 10 tuples are chosen for vacuuming, and
NewDelete completely removes the tuples u satisfying the
following equality (having omitted ‘false∨’ from P access )
and moves the rest to the shadow relation:
σmax(AccessTime by NewsId) (access ∪ access )
S

= σmax(AccessTime by NewsId) ((access ∪ accessS ) − {u}).
Assuming that NewDelete examines the tuples u in the order
of their AccessId values, this results in the tuples {2, 9, 10}
being inserted into accessS . So, while relation access is
empty, its shadow relation is as given in Table 2. (The
particular evaluation order does not give any advantages or
disadvantages in comparison to other orders.)
4.2.3. Remaining base steps
The next part of the base semantics of P-views is expressed
in Equations (10)–(14), covering the remaining operators
(π, (), ∪, ×, −). Each equation defines the semantics of one
operator independently of the others:
Sds [[πL (X)]]s = Sds [[X]]s

(10)

Sds [[(X)]]s = Sds [[X]]s
Sds [[Y ∪ Z]]s = Sds [[Y  Z]]s

(11)
(12)

Sds [[Y × Z]]s = Sds [[Y  Z]]s
Sds [[Y − Z]]s = Sds [[Y  Z]]s.

(13)
(14)

Equation (10) accounts for projections in a P-view
expression. Since a shadow relation has the same schema
as the corresponding base relation and since the result of
a projection may still include values from all tuples in
the argument X, the equation states that the semantics of
projection on X is the same as the semantics of X. Thus,
projection does not eliminate any tuples.
T HE C OMPUTER J OURNAL,

E XAMPLE 4.2. Consider the P-view π{Domain} (access).
Assuming P access = false, the application of Equations (10)
and (7) yields Sds [[π{Domain} (access)]]s = Sds [[access]]s =
s[P access → true]. Thus, at time 680 where all 10 tuples in
access qualify for vacuuming, all 10 tuples will be inserted
into accessS .
Equation (14) covers the use of set difference in P-views.
To calculate a set difference, both the left and the right
argument are needed. Thus, the semantics of Y − Z is the
semantics of Y combined with the semantics of Z.
E XAMPLE 4.3. The following P-view illustrates Equation (14) and makes use of Equation (8) twice:
σDomain=aol.com (access) − σNewsId=2 (access).
Using the equations and assuming no other P-views, we
obtain the following derivation.
Sds [[σDomain=aol.com (access) − σNewsId=2 (access)]]s
= Sds [[σDomain=aol.com (access)  σNewsId=2 (access)]]s
= Sds [[σNewsId=2 (access)]](s[P access → false
∨ Domain = aol.com])
= s[P

access

→ false

∨ Domain = aol.com ∨ NewsId = 2].
Referring to Table 1, then if NewDelete uses this predicate
P access at time 680 where all 10 tuples are vacuumed,
NewDelete will move the tuples {1, 2, 3, 8, 10} into the
shadow relation accessS .
4.2.4. General steps for selection
The basic equations considered so far define the operators
σ and Agg based on a base relation R. Next, we define
the semantics of selection in relation to a general expression
Pexp. We cover the operator in relation to each of the seven
operators available. Specifically, Equations (15)–(21) define
the semantics for σp (Pexp):
Sds [[σp1 (σp2 (X))]]s = Sds [[σp1 ∧p2 (X)]]s

(15)

Sds [[σp (Agg(L,C,func(Ai )) (X))]]s

(16)

= Sds [[Agg(L,C,func(Ai )) (X)]]s
Sds [[σp (πL (X))]]s = Sds [[σp (X)]]s

(17)

Sds [[σp ((X))]]s = Sds [[σp (X)]]s
Sds [[σp (Y ∪ Z)]]s = Sds [[σp (Y )  σp (Z)]]s

(18)
(19)

Sds [[σpY ×Z (Y × Z)]]s = Sds [[σpY (Y )  σpZ (Z)]]s
Sds [[σp (Y − Z)]]s = Sds [[σp (Y )  σp (Z)]]s.
Vol. 45, No. 5, 2002
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In Equation (20), pY ×Z is required to be in CNF. Thus,
pY ×Z = pY ∧ pZ ∧ p{Y,Z} , where pY , pZ and p{Y,Z} are
in CNF. The conjuncts in pY only refer to attributes from
expression Y , the conjuncts in pZ only involve attributes
from expression Z and those in p{Y,Z} involve attributes
from both Y and Z.
Equation (16) defines the semantics for a selection based
on the result from the aggregate formation operator. This is
illustrated next.
E XAMPLE 4.4. Consider the P-view:
σ(NewsId≥2)∧(LastAccess=303)
Agg({NewsId},LastAccess,max(AccessTime)) (access).
Its semantics are defined by Equations (16) and (9):
Sds [[σ(NewsId≥2)∧(LastAccess=303)
Agg({NewsId},LastAccess,max(AccessTime)) (access)]]s
= Sds [[Agg({NewsId},LastAccess,max(AccessTime)) (access)]]s
= s[P access → false ∨ max(AccessTime by NewsId)]
Using this predicate for Paccess , NewDelete retains the
tuples {2, 9, 10} in the shadow relation accessS . The P-view
then correctly evaluates to {(2, 303)}.
Consider an alternative to Equation (16):
Sds [[σpAgg (Agg(L,C,func(Ai )) (X))]]s
= Sds [[σpX (X)  Agg(L,C,func(Ai )) (X)]]s,
where pX denotes the conjunct from p that refers only to
attributes in X. Then the example evaluates to s[P access →
false ∨ NewsId ≥ 2 ∨ max(AccessTime by NewsId)], which
would result in the tuples {1, 2, 7, 8, 9, 10} being moved to
the shadow relation. Thus the P-view would still evaluate
to the correct result, but more tuples would be saved in the
shadow relations. Thus the semantics in Equation (16) are
preferable.
Equation (20) defines the semantics for a selection based
on a Cartesian product of two P-view expressions Y and
Z. The selection predicate may involve expressions on
attributes from Y , Z or on a combination of their attributes.
An example follows.
E XAMPLE 4.5. The following P-view illustrates Equation (20):
σ(Domain=aol.com) ∧ (Media=XML)
∧(access.AccessTime≥news.TT  ∨news.TT  =UC)
∧(access.NewsId=news.NewsId) (access × news).

In this P-view, the base relations access and news take the
role of Y and Z, respectively. Also, the selection predicate
is in CNF and has the following three parts:
paccess = (Domain = aol.com)
pnews = (Media = XML)
p{access, news} = (access.AccessTime ≥ news.TT 


∨ news.TT = UC)
∧ (access.NewsId = news.NewsId).
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Each of these predicates must hold for a tuple from the
Cartesian product to be indispensable. Therefore, since the
predicate on attributes in access only, i.e. paccess , does not
hold for the tuples {2, 4, 5, 6, 7, 9}, it will not hold for the
tuples in the Cartesian product that involve these either.
Thus, tuples {2, 4, 5, 6, 7, 9} are disposable, while tuples
{1, 3, 8, 10} are possibly indispensable and therefore stored
in accessS .
Similarly, if vacuuming is defined on base relation news,
tuples {2, 4} from that relation are possibly indispensable
and are thus stored in newsS .
A predicate such as
(access.AccessTime ≥ news.TT  ∨ news.TT  = UC)
cannot, however, be evaluated based on tuples from one
relation alone. The first part clearly involves tuples from both
relations. Thus, not all predicates can be used directly on Y
or Z to separate the disposable tuples from the indispensable
ones.
The semantics of the P-view are derived as follows using
Equations (20) and (8):
Sds [[σ(Domain=aol.com) ∧ (Media=XML)
∧(access.AccessTime≥news.TT  ∨news.TT  =UC)
∧(access.NewsId=news.NewsId) (access × news)]]s

= Sds [[σDomain=aol.com (access)  σMedia=XML (news)]]s
= Sds [[σDomain=aol.com (access)]]
(s[P news → false ∨ Media = XML])
= s[P news → false ∨ Media = XML,
P access → false ∨ Domain = aol.com].
4.2.5. General steps for aggregate formation
The last group of equations concern the aggregate formation
operator. These are defined in Equations (22)–(28):
Sds [[Agg(L,C,func(Ai )) (σp (X))]]s = Sds [[σp (X)]]s

(22)

Sds [[Agg(L1 ,C1 ,func1 (Ai )) (Agg(L2 ,C2 ,func2 (Aj )) (X))]]s
= Sds [[Agg(L2 ,C2 ,func2 (Aj )) (X)]]s

(23)

Sds [[Agg(L1 ,C1 ,func1 (Ai )) (πL2 (X))]]s
= Sds [[Agg(L1 ,C1 ,func1 (Ai )) (X)]]s

(24)

Sds [[Agg(L,C,func(Ai )) ((X))]]s
= Sds [[Agg(L,C,func(Ai )) (X)]]s

(25)

Sds [[Agg(L,C,func(Ai )) (Y ∪ Z)]]s
= Sds [[Agg(L,C,func(Ai )) (Y )  Agg(L,C,func(Ai )) (Z)]]s
(26)
Sds [[Agg(L,C,func(Ai )) (Y − Z)]]s = Sds [[Y − Z]]s
Sds [[Agg(L,C,func(Ai )) (Y × Z)]]s


Sds [[Agg(L,C,func(Ai )) (Y )  Z]]s





if Ai ∈ AY ∧ L ⊆ AY

= Sds [[Y  Agg(L,C,func(Ai )) (Z)]]s



if Ai ∈ AZ ∧ L ⊆ AZ



S [[Y × Z]]s otherwise.
ds
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TABLE 3. Relations access1 and access2 .
access1
AccessId

NewsId

Domain

UserId

AccessTime

TT 

TT 

3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

1
1
1
1
3
3
1
3

aol.com
get2net.dk
eecs.cwru.edu
cs.auc.dk
dr-online.dk
aol.com
eecs.cwru.edu
aol.com

214
512
48
198
3067
347
12
201

304
304
304
305
305
305
305
305

304
304
304
305
305
305
305
305

UC
UC
UC
UC
UC
UC
UC
UC

access2
AccessId

NewsId

Domain

UserId

AccessTime

TT 

TT 

1
2
3
4
5

2
2
1
1
1

aol.com
whitehouse.gov
aol.com
get2net.dk
eecs.cwru.edu

16
1201
214
512
48

303
303
304
304
304

303
303
304
304
304

UC
UC
UC
UC
UC

In Equation (28), AY is the set of attributes in Y and AZ
is the set of attributes in Z. Note that in Equation (22), also
using the semantics from the aggregation would, at most,
result in maintaining more tuples in the shadow relations
than with the current definition; only tuples in the selection
result are used in the aggregation. A similar line of reasoning
underlies the design of Equations (23) and (27).
Equation (27) defines the semantics for the aggregate
formation operator based on the set difference between two
expressions Y and Z. The following example explains.
E XAMPLE 4.6. Consider the following P-view and the
relations access1 and access2 shown in Table 3.
Agg({NewsId},FirstAccess,min(AccessTime)) (access1 − access2 ).
Using Equations (27), (7) and (14) we obtain the
predicates P access1 and P access2 :
Sds [[Agg({NewsId},FirstAccess,min(AccessTime))
(access1 − access2 )]]s
= Sds [[access1 − access2 ]]s
= Sds [[access1  access2 ]]s
= s[P access1 → true, P access2 → true].
Thus, all tuples in the two relations will be moved
to the shadow relations and evaluation of the aggregate
formation operator will be based on the correct set of tuples
{6, 7, 8, 9, 10} and give the result {(1, 305), (3, 305)}.
Let us consider the effect of (wrongly!) letting the
semantics allow us to take the aggregation into account on
Y , Z or both of these. For Y , we would obtain the following
T HE C OMPUTER J OURNAL,

equation:
Sds [[Agg(L,C,func(Ai )) (Y − Z)]]s
= Sds [[Agg(L,C,func(Ai )) (Y )  Z]]s.
Y : Allowing the basic semantics on Y , i.e. access1 , we
would get
s[P access1 →
 min(AccessTime by NewsId),
 true].
P access2 →
This will result in the shadow relations accessS1
{5, 10} and accessS2 = {1, 2, 3, 4, 5}.
The
view would then evaluate to {(3, 305)}, since the
difference will return only tuple 10.
Z: Allowing the basic semantics on Z, i.e. access2 ,
would get

=
Pset
we

s[P access1 → true,
P access2 → min(AccessTime by NewsId)].
This will result in the shadow relations accessS1 =
{3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10} and accessS2 = {2, 5}. The Pview evaluates to {(1, 304), (3, 305)}, based on the
tuples {4, 10}.
Y/Z: Allowing the basic semantics on both access1 and
access2 , we would get
s[P access1 →
 min(AccessTime by NewsId),
access2
 min(AccessTime by NewsId)].
→
P
This will result in the shadow relations accessS1 =
{5, 10} and accessS2 = {2, 5}. The P-view now
evaluates to {(3, 305)}, based on tuple 10.
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Thus, the aggregate formation operator gives no useful
knowledge regarding whether tuples from either access1 or
access2 are disposable or indispensable.
4.3. Correctness
The theorem that follows states that the proposed mechanism
for accumulating data in shadow relations enables the system
to correctly compute P-views.
T HEOREM 4.7. Assume that the NewDelete-procedure is
used for removing vacuumed data, as described throughout
Sections 4.1 and 4.2. Then for all vacuuming specifications
V , databases db, P-views Pexp and times t ≥ Pexp.TT  , the
following holds:
Pexp([[db]]t ∪ [[dbS ]]t ) = [[Pexp]]t (db, V ).

(29)

Proof. Applying the definition of P-views (Definition 3.6)
to the right-hand side of Equation (29), we see that to prove
Theorem 4.7 we need to show the existence of an overhead
dboverhead such that Equation (29) is satisfied.
We choose dboverhead = {R1O , . . . , RnO }, where each RiO
has the same schema as a relation Ri in db and where
RiO = {u | ∃t  < Pexp.TT  (u ∈ ([[Ri ]]t  −1 , [[V ]]t  −1 )
∧ u ∈ ([[Ri ]]t  , [[V ]]t  ) ∧ σ[[P Ri ]]  (Ri ∪ RiS )
t

=

σ[[P Ri ]]  ((Ri ∪ RiS )
t

− {u}))}.

(30)

Here, ([[Ri ]]t  , [[V ]]t  ) and ([[Ri ]]t  −1 , [[V ]]t  −1 ) denote the
relation Ri vacuumed at time t  and t  − 1, respectively.
The predicate [[P Ri ]]t  is the shadow relation predicate for
relation Ri constructed from the P-views at time t  as
specified in Definition 4.2.
To see that this is a valid choice, note that for any tuple
u ∈ dboverhead there exists a corresponding relation Ri
from where u was removed at time t  , i.e. before the time
Pexp.TT  . Therefore, u is not there at time Pexp.TT  , but
was there at an earlier time t  − 1. Thus, dboverhead is a
set of tuples satisfying the property stated in Definition 3.6.
Furthermore, as chosen, a tuple u in dboverhead was
vacuumed at time t  and because σ[[P Ri ]]  (Ri ∪ RiS ) =

This shows that the physical database achieved by using
the shadow relations is contained in the database used in
Definition 3.6.
Step 2. If we denote the tuples that appear on the right-hand
side but not on the left-hand side of inclusion (31) as excess
tuples, then show that no excess tuple u will influence the
evaluation of the P-view, i.e. that
u ∈ (([[db]]t , [[V ]]Pexp.TT  −1 [UC ← Pexp.TT  − 1])
∪ dboverhead)
∧ u ∈ ([[db]]t ∪ [[dbS ]]t )
⇓
Pexp(([[db]]t , [[V ]]Pexp.TT  −1 [UC ← Pexp.TT  − 1])
∪ dboverhead)
= Pexp((([[db]]t , [[V ]]Pexp.TT  −1 [UC ← Pexp.TT  − 1])
∪ dboverhead) − {u}).

(32)

First, all tuples in dboverhead also belong to [[dbS ]]t , so no
tuple in dboverhead is an excess tuple.
Using this, we show that all excess tuples have the
property
∃t  ≥ Pexp.TT  (¬Pvact  −1 (u) ∧ Pvact  (u)
∧ σ[[P R ]]t  (R ∪ R S ) = σ[[P R ]]t  ((R ∪ R S ) − {u})). (33)
This property states that an excess tuple is vacuumed
at a time t  after time Pexp.TT  and that the NewDelete
procedure, based on the shadow relation predicate P R
which was collected for relation R as explained throughout
Section 4.2, did not save it in a shadow relation.
Finally, using induction in the structure of the predicate
P R , we show implication (32), i.e., that no excess tuple
influences the evaluation of the P-view, Pexp.
The two steps prove that choosing dboverhead as above in
Equation (30), a tuple removed from the database by the
NewDelete procedure (within the lifetime of a P-view) has
no influence on the evaluation of the P-view. This shows
that the implementation strategy is correct.

t

σ[[P Ri ]]  ((Ri ∪RiS )−{u}), i.e. the criteria used by NewDelete,
t
u was saved in the shadow relation. Therefore, dboverhead is
the exact set of tuples saved in dbS before time Pexp.TT 
due to the existence of P-views.
Having chosen dboverhead like this, we show Theorem 4.7
in two steps.

Step 1. For the argument databases on the left- and righthand sides of Equation (29) (having substituted the righthand side by the definition of P-views, Definition 3.6) show
the inclusion:
([[db]]t ∪ [[dbS ]]t )
⊆ (([[db]]t , [[V ]]Pexp.TT  −1 [UC ← Pexp.TT  − 1])
∪ dboverhead).

(31)
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A detailed proof, containing the proofs of Step 1 and
Step 2, is presented in the technical report [21].
4.4. Relationship to views and snapshots
Having defined P-views and an accompanying implementation framework, we illustrate how P-views differ from traditional views and snapshots, and we emphasize the independence of P-views on the specific mechanism chosen for
physical deletion. We use Example 2.1 to explore how
the need for physical deletion and for summary data may
be accommodated simultaneously using vacuuming in conjunction with existing mechanisms such as either traditional
views or snapshots [7].
First, assume a traditional view is used in place of
the P-view. Then the physical deletion mechanism (i.e.
Vol. 45, No. 5, 2002
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vacuuming) needs to be adjusted to enable computing
the view correctly; otherwise, the view is affected and
information is lost when vacuuming occurs (see the example
below). To avoid such a loss, new keep specifications
may be entered or removal specifications may be changed.
However, this is not an attractive solution, since the
adjustments tend to be very difficult, involving complicated
specifications. Alternatively, the vacuuming will end up very
‘imprecise’, leading to little actual physical removal. Also,
the potential for physical removal is compromised, since a
correct computation of a traditional view is based on the
base relations. Finally, the legal requirements for removing
data are not met—the extra data will be retained in the
base relations and will be accessible at least to the database
administrator. In conclusion, combining vacuuming and
traditional views is inadequate.
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definition-wise the difference between regular views and
P-views is small, the implications of this difference are
profound. We emphasize the following:
• P-views allow one to delete and weed out the detailed
data while retaining select and aggregate information.
• P-views enable access to anonymous aggregate informations, when deletion of the detailed data is required.
• P-views offer access control on detailed data.

As another alternative, assume that a snapshot [7] is used
in place of the P-view. The snapshot comprises a static
picture of the answer to the query expression at the time of
its creation. Even after introducing vacuuming, the snapshot
will remain unchanged as desired. The problem is that when
a new tuple is inserted into the relation, this tuple will not be
reflected in the result. Also, creating the snapshot again will
not produce the correct result since data has been vacuumed.
In conclusion, traditional views and snapshots fall short in
meeting the application’s needs. The proposed P-views aim
to meet these unmet needs.

The paper shows how P-views are quite useful for
eliminating bulks of detailed, old and inaccurate data, while
preserving only select or aggregate data. Specifically, one
may specify P-views that retrieve the desired, e.g. aggregate,
data from the base relations and then physically delete all
detailed data from the base relations. In addition, P-views is
a general mechanism that has applications beyond the focus
of this paper.
When physically deleting base data, it is generally
necessary to retain some of this data transparently to the
user in order to be able to compute the P-views. The paper
proposes a mechanism for accomplishing this retention
using so-called shadow relations, thus offering a systematic
approach to implementing P-views.
In future research, it would be of interest to further
refine the foundation for implementing P-views, since the
current foundation retains more data in its shadow relations
than is strictly necessary for computing the P-views. Most
prominently, projections in P-views are not exploited to
retain less data. This may possibly be achieved by
introducing multiple shadow relations per base relation;
a more radical change would be to abolish the shadow
relations altogether and instead use relations that are tied to
the individual P-views or subexpressions of P-views. This
may provide better chances of storing less data, while still
being able to compute P-views correctly.
In addition, it would be of interest to prototype the
foundation and investigate performance issues relevant to
the implementation strategy. This would support research
on a number of important questions related to system
architecture, minimum DBMS requirements and storage
overhead.
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APPENDIX A. THE STATE OF A TEMPORAL
RELATION
The state of relation Ri at time t, [[Ri ]]t is formally defined
as follows.
[[Ri ]]t = {u | ∃u ∈ Ri (u = u
def

v.e.

∧ u.TT  = u .TT  ∧ u.TT  ≤ t
∧ ((u.TT  = u .TT  ∧ [[u .TT  ]]t ≤ t)
∨ (u.TT  = UC ∧ [[u .TT  ]]t > t)))}.
v.e.

Here, u =u is true if u and u are value equivalent, i.e. the
attributes of u and u are mutually identical except for the
transaction-time values. Thus, the state of Ri at time t is
the set of tuples from Ri inserted before t and having UC as
transaction-time end (TT  ) if not yet deleted at time t.
APPENDIX B. SYNTAX SPECIFICATIONS
The table below presents the syntax of a vacuuming
specification part (v) and a P-view (Pexp). Specifically for Pview Pexp, L is a list of attribute names, C is a name given
to the aggregate attribute achieved by using the aggregate
function func grouped on L, and Ai denotes an attribute
name.
First we present a few preliminary conventions and
definitions.
Let a time interval be a pair of times (t1 , t2 ) where t2 > t1 .
We define a time span s, or duration, to be an unanchored
time interval, i.e. a ‘time interval’ with no specific start
or end time, but only a length (2 months and 5 units are
examples of time spans).
Also, let S be a finite, non-empty set of time spans, DAi
be the value domain for an attribute Ai and UA be the set of
attributes Ai .
Pexp ::= Agg(L,C,func(Ai )) (Pexp) | Pexp ∪ Pexp |
Pexp × Pexp | Pexp − Pexp | (Pexp) |
σF (Pexp) | πL (Pexp) | R
L
::= {List} | ∅
List ::= Ai , List | Ai
v
::= ω(R) : Exp
ω
::= ρ | κ
Exp ::= R | σF (Exp) | (Exp)
F
::= true | false | F bop F | ¬F | (F ) |
TT op tt | tt op TT | d op Ai | Ai op d
tt
::= t | s | tt − tt | tt + tt | (tt)
TT ::= TT  | TT 
bop ::= ∨ | ∧
op ::= < | > | = | ≤ | ≥ | =

Some conventional semantic constraints must also be
followed in addition to the specified syntax. It is required
that d ∈ DAi , Ai ∈ UA , t ∈ TUC and s ∈ S. For expressions
such as TT op tt and tt op TT, op should be defined for
the domain TUC of TT  and TT  , and tt should evaluate to
an element in TUC . For expressions such as Ai op d and
d op Ai , op should be defined for the domain DAi of Ai
and d ∈ DAi . Finally, for σF (Exp), F should only include
attributes Ai in Exp.
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APPENDIX C. FREQUENTLY USED NOTATION
This appendix collects and explains the notation used
frequently throughout the paper.
UC
T , TUC
TT  , TT  ,
AccessTime,
Ai , Vspec

t, ti , t  , tdef
tcurrent
u, u , ui , v,
v  , vi , vj
v.Vspec,
u.Ai , u.TT 
R, Ri , V
(R, V )

Time variable. A variable evaluating to the
current time. UC is the long name.
Sets of timestamp values. T is finite and
non-empty, and TUC = T ∪ {UC}.
Attribute names. TT denotes transaction
time, and AccessTime denotes valid time;
symbols  and  denote the start and end
of an interval, respectively. Symbol Ai is
used for non-specific attributes, and Vspec
is the specific attribute in the vacuuming
relation that stores the specification of
vacuuming.
Timestamps. tcurrent denotes the current
time.
Tuples. The u’s are used for tuples in
general, and the v’s are used for the tuples
that are vacuuming specification parts.
Attribute values. tuple.attribute is
generally used to express the value of
attribute attribute for the tuple.
Relations.
V is the relation storing
information on vacuuming specifications.
Vacuumed relation. (R, V ) denotes the
relation R vacuumed by the specification
present in V .
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db
R S , dbS

F, Fi
PR

p, p1 , pR , pX
[[u.TT  ]]t ,
[[R]]t , [[db]]t

X[x ← y]
s[x → y]
Sds [[Pexp]]s

493

Database.
Shadow structures. R S is the shadow
relation for relation R, which is used for
evaluating P-views on R. dbS denotes the
set of shadow relations for the relations in
db.
Selection predicates. Upper-case letters
are used for predicates in vacuuming
specifications.
Shadow relation predicate for relation R.
This predicate is used for deciding if a
tuple is needed in R S .
Lower-case p’s are generally used in the
expressions defining P-views.
Evolving structures. The notation [[X]]t
applies to an evolving structure X and
it returns X as it was at time t.
Specifically, [[u.TT  ]]t denotes the value
of the transaction time end attribute for
tuple u as it was at time t. Likewise, [[R]]t
and [[db]]t denote the state of R and db as
they appeared at time t.
Value replacement. Denotes X where all
occurrences of x are replaced by y.
Denotational semantics. Notation for the
state s extended with the assignment of y
to x.
Notation for the effect on state s of
introducing P-view Pexp.
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